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Editorial

Hot Topic: Taiwan

Editorial

The year 2006 will be very important, but challenging for
commercialisation of broadcast mobile service. Technology is well on
track. More and more commercial platforms and terminals are
expected this year. Pilots in many countries are proving technology
and their results so far have confirmed user acceptance and
readiness to pay.

Mobile TV is on the rise in Taiwan. In 2005, mobile
operators have launched 3G services on the local
market, and mobile TV service has become a
major appeal to the customers. Broadcasters are
about to run technical trials on mobile broadcast
services.

In this issue:

After successful start in 2005, bmcoforum is in a good position to
contribute to the questions still needing to be solved. Two examples:
Spectrum in a number of countries may not be available for new
national coverage networks before the final digital switch-over, that
is to say as late as 2010-2012. bmcoforum's “Regulation and
Spectrum Lobbying” group has been active at the European level to
agree on a schedule for early partial access to UHF spectrum.
Achieving good indoor coverage at minimum costs per stream is
another challenge, necessitating intelligent network and antenna
design approaches. Our new “Broadcast Networks and Coverage”
has started to create a discussion platform for exchanging
experiences in this area.
Achieving good indoor coverage at minimum costs per stream is
another challenge, necessitating intelligent network and antenna
design approaches. Our new “Broadcast Networks and Coverage”
has started to create a discussion platform for exchanging
experiences in this area.
Claus Sattler
Executive Director

Francesca W.H. Lai, Researcher at the Public
Television Service in Taiwan gives us an overview
on recent activities and challenges for broadcast
mobile services in her country.
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bmcoforum is sponsoring WIMA (February 1-3,
2006) in Monaco
WIMA (Wireless Information Multimedia
Applications) is a conference cycle backed by a
demonstration and exhibition area and will bring
together professionals from the world of IT,
telecommunications, mobile broadcast, and
multimedia content who are involved in the
development of Wireless multimedia services
and applications
01.-03.03.2006, DVB World 2006,
The Challenge of Choice, JurysBallsbridge &
Towers Hotel, Dublin
See details on page 6
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Number of bmcoforum members rises to 41
Since the last newsletter ATI Technology,
Infineon, Institut für Rundfunktechnik, RTL,
Sagem, Sony Semiconductors & Electronic
Solutions, Texas Instruments, TU Braunschweig
and Thales have been approved as bmcoforum
members. So, bmcoforum now numbers 41
members.

Mobile TV in Taiwan
By Francesca, W.H. Lai
Researcher, Public Television Service, Taiwan
Mobile TV is on the rise in Taiwan. Since Q3 of
2005, mobile operators have launched 3G
services on the local market, and mobile TV
service has become a major appeal to the
customers. On the other hand, the digital
terrestrial TV service made its debut in the Taiwan
market over 18 months ago. DAB has been
licensed to five operators since October 2005.
Broadcasters are about to run technical trials on
mobile broadcast services.
All kinds of mobile broadcast TV technologies are
poised to grow in Taiwan, including DMB, DVB-H,
and MediaFLO. The government maintains a
neutral position and does not promote any one

technology over the others. At the moment DVB-H
is by far the most discussed standard in the
industry and is the most promising for commercial
services.

DVB-H Outlook

commercialization phase.
Another problem for the trials is the availability of
devices. Aiming to catch up with Nokia, Motorola
and other big handset brands in the developments
of DVB-H, some Taiwanese IT companies,
including IC designers and terminal
manufacturers, have commenced development
on the related technology over a year ago.
Prototypes are expected to roll out in Q2 and Q3
this year, and may be used in the field trials.

Some local terrestrial broadcasters have forged a
mobile TV consortium with mobile operators,
service providers and terminal manufacturers in
order to accelerate DVB-H-related tests and
development. At the Taipei TV & Film Festival last
November, terrestrial broadcasters worked with
other parties to demonstrate DVB-H services.
Moving into 2006, more DVB-H terminal devices
compliant to the open standard will be rolled out.
Large-scale DVB-H field trials are planned for
launch in the Taipei metropolitan area in Q2 this
year. Terrestrial broadcasters will produce new
mobile content and conduct field trials for
handheld devices, based on the existing digital
broadcast network.

The prospect for development of DVB-H in Taiwan
seems to be bright, but there are still some
problems that need to be resolved, and
regulations must be amended. Firstly, a wellestablished infrastructure and the installation of
additional gap-fillers are crucial in the commercial
phase. The huge investments required for that are
beyond the financial capability of terrestrial
broadcasters who have run up enormous deficits
in recent years.

Local mobile operators have also shown high
interest in joining the trials and serving as the
return path. For mobile operators, working with
existing digital terrestrial broadcasters at the
present stage will help them obtain more content,
in addition to keeping investment and thus risk
small during initial trials. However, some of the
operators are likely to construct a mobile
broadcast network of their own in the future

Furthermore, there have not been any definite
policy announcements regarding who has the
right to operate DVB-H services. The
government's licensing policy concerning the
broadcast spectrum is expected to change due to
digitalization.
Authority to regulate communications and
broadcast will be transferred at the end of January
2006 to the NCC (National Communications
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Commission), a newly-established statutory
institution consolidated by the GIO (Government
Information Office) and DGT (Directorate General
of Telecommunications). This will cast
uncertainties on the future development of mobile
TV. Terrestrial broadcasters will probably lose
direct control of broadcast networks. And a new
type of “Transmission Company” composed of
broadcasters and other parties may provide
innovative mobile services as DVB-H in the
commercialization phase. All these questions
need to be resolved before a healthy market can
develop.

Rivaling Technologies: DMB and MediaFLO
Compared with the DVB-H standard, Korean
terrestrial DMB seems to have a niche in terms of
mature devices. In addition to Samsung and LG,
some of Taiwan's handset manufacturers have
successfully developed DMB mobile handsets,
which might be put on trials in Q1 in northern
Taiwan this year.
Unlike Korea, TV broadcasters do not own radio
frequencies in Taiwan. Taiwanese DAB operators
have not announced plans to adopt DMB
technology at the moment. None of them has
released a clear operating model. There has been
speculation that some DAB operators would tend
to copy the successful UK models, audio and
datacasting services, since Taiwan has taken a big

global market share of DAB receivers.
Meanwhile, other DAB operators will possibly
adopt DMB technology in concert with the mobile
operators, which are expected to start
commercialized mobile TV services in Q1 of 2007.
Another rivaling force of mobile TV, Qualcomm's
MediaFLO, is also aggressively trying to enter
Taiwan's market. Unlike DVB-H or DMB
technology, MediaFLO does not have a spectrum
allocated for its use. For the time being the
government has no plan to allocate it any
spectrum. Nevertheless, Qualcomm is actively
marketing in the local industry in order to
establish a stronghold for MediaFLO in Taiwan. If
MediaFLO succeeds to set up a benchmark in
Taiwan's market, it will be easier for Qualcomm to
enter into the rest of the Asian mobile TV markets.

On the author:
Francesca W.H. Lai worked for different TV
stations as a producer and director between 1991
and 1999. Later she joined an internet service
company, being in charge of broadband content
service and a mobile internet project. In 2002 she
has joined PTS as a researcher with the focus on
promotion of mobile TV contents and DVB-H
related workshops as well as trial projects in
Taiwan.

Due to its advantages in IT industries, Taiwan has
a strong chance to be the test bed for different
mobile television technologies, but this can only
be realized once the new regulator, the NCC,
releases a clear policy on mobile TV. Once a
regulatory framework is in place, the industry can
then bring together potential players and further
allocate much-needed investment to developing
content. Following that, the commercial launch of
Taiwan's mobile TV may be expected by the end of
2007.
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Pilots
BT Livetime's pilot shows demand for
mobile TV
Results from the BT Livetime's (now named BT
Movio)
pilot again have demonstrated clear
consumer demand for broadcast digital TV and
radio to mobile phones. The pilot revealed that
two thirds of customers would be prepared to pay
up to £8/month (E11.5) for the BT Movio service
on their current mobile network, creating new
revenue streams for mobile operators.
Over the past four months BT Movio, together with
its mobile operator partner for the pilot, Virgin
Mobile, has been broadcasting digital TV and
digital radio via a DAB-IP enabled smartphone to
1000 users. 73 per cent of participants stated that
they would be prepared to pay for the service on
their current network if the service was priced
competitively. 38% were prepared to change the
operator to receive such service.
Over three quarters of the pilot users tuned into
digital TV and radio on their mobile on a weekly
basis or more often, with the average length of TV
viewing being more than one hour per week. A
large proportion of pilot users stated that they
want up to five types of mobile TV channels
including a combination of news, sport, comedy,
sitcoms and music.

Digital radio also proved to be extremely popular
with pilot users tuning in on average for over one
and a half hours every week.
Set for commercial launch later this year, BT Movio
intends to be the first wholesale mobile broadcast
entertainment service to launch in the UK and will
enable operators to offer consumers a digital TV
and radio service that is simple to use and reliable.

Oxford DVB-H trial also shows consumer
interest in commercial services
Interim results from the trial of multi-channel
broadcast TV to mobile handsets in the UK city of
Oxford have revealed a high level of consumer
interest in a commercial Mobile Broadcasting
service.
The first phase results from the Oxford Mobile TV
trial, a partnership between Arqiva and O2, which
offers 24-hour, live access to 16 TV channels,
show that 83 per cent of trialists are satisfied with
the end-to-end service provided. In addition, 76
per cent of trialists indicate that they would take
up the service within 12 months. Results also
indicate that trialists are choosing to access TV on
their mobiles for an average of 23 minutes per
session, with one to two sessions per day.

Demand is high in the morning and in the early
evening, with viewers using the service mainly in
the home, at work and on the daily commute. For
31 per cent of trialists, the trial has given them
their first access to multi-channel TV not currently
available to them on their normal TV which Arqiva
and O2 suggest represents the herald of mobile
broadcast's role in bringing digital TV services to
the mass market in the UK.
Trialists also indicated that they are looking for
some made for mobile programming, and even
some long-form content (e.g. movies) is proving
suitable for watching on mobile handsets.

United Kingdom

DVB-H
T-DMB
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Demand for additional multimedia services is high
including digital radio, interactive services and
'live' links to channel web-sites. Seven out of 10
trialists would like to have digital radio channels
included in a commercial service.Arqiva and O2
expect to announce final results in the spring of
2006.
February, and during this time a Market Research
Analysis is being conducted in cooperation with all
500 users. All majors TV broadcasters in Spain are
participating in this trial as Content Providers RTVE, A3, Tele5, Sogecable. Also, two regional
Content Providers are participating in this trial,
Telemadrid and TV Catalunya.

Spain's four main cities run DVB-H trials.
Barcelona to become a Mobile TV Showroom
for 3GSM World Congress.
Spain's first pre-commercial customer trial
started on July 2005. It is conducted jointly by
Telefonica, Abertis Telecom and Nokia, covering
the two major cities of Madrid and Barcelona.
The pre-commercial service is being offered to a
total panel of approximately 500 users, each
issued with a DVB-H terminal Nokia 7710
DVB_H/2.5G. The pilot will run until the end of
February, and during this time a Market Research
Analysis is being conducted in cooperation with all
500 users. All majors TV broadcasters in Spain are
participating in this trial as Content Providers -

RTVE, A3, Tele5, Sogecable. Also, two regional
Content Providers are participating in this trial,
Telemadrid and TV Catalunya.

Europe

A second pre-commercial customer trial was
launched on December, using DVB-H technology
in Sevilla and Valencia. Vodafone is taking part in
this trial, assuming the role of Mobile Operator,
Nokia and Abertis Telecom are the other
participants. The Mobile TV trial in Sevilla and
Valencia is being conducted with a panel of 300
users each issued with a DVB-H terminal Nokia
7710 DVB_H/2.5G. Content Providers
participating are again the major broadcasters in
Spain, RTVE, A3, Tele5, Sogecable, Net TV, Veo TV
and two regional Broadcasters, Canal 9 in Valencia
and Canal Sur in Sevilla.
The next stop for the Mobile TV and Mobile
Industry in the world will be in Barcelona during
the celebration of the 3GSM World Congress from
the 13th to 16th of February. During the event,
several mobile TV demonstrations will be
launched, using DVB-H and DMB networks. The
content to be broadcasted through the Abertis
Telecom mobile TV network, will be supplied by
the same content providers that are currently
taking part in the several pilots in Spain and also
major international broadcasters like CNBC and
MTV. A dedicated channel will be provided with
special content produced by 3GSM during the
Congress

DVB-H
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Events
bmcoforum meetings & Telcos
25.01.06
26.01.06
30.01.06
02.02.06
21.02.06
24.02.06
07.03 06

FLO Workshop
WI1 Regulation (Telco)
WI2 Interoperability (Telco)
Board meeting in Monaco
WI2 Interoperability (Workshop)
WI7 Content (Workshop)
WI4 Network structure and
coverage (Workshop)

Conferences & Exhibitions
01.-03.02.2006, WIMA 2006,
The 2nd
Wireless Information Multimedia Applications
Conference & Exhibition, Grimaldi Forum, Monaco
bmcoforum will be sponsoring WIMA in two
ways:
• Presenting up-to-date broadcast mobile
applications and technology at its exhibition
booth
• Organising a conference session under the
title: “Broadcast Mobile Convergence: Towards
Commercial Services” with the following
presentations:

International activities and trends
in broadcast mobile convergence,
Claus Sattler, Executive Director, bmcoforum
Status and experiences of TV in Mobile
trials in Paris, Bernard Pauchon, Senior Vice
President Development of Broadcast Services
to Mobile Devices, TDF
Enabling TV on Mobile with complete, lowpower, DVB-H front-end system solutions,
Steve Turner, Business Development Manager,
Philips Semiconductors
Broadcast mobile interactive evolution:
Mobile interactivity frameworks, Stephen
Skrodzki, CEO, GMIT
Mobile TV in Finland, Jouni Kämäräinen,
Director of Industry Affairs, Rich Media
Business Program Multimedia Business Group,
Nokia
You may take advantage of the reduced
participation fee of 160 € net (instead of
250 €) bmcoforum has secured by going to:
www.wima.mc/bmcoforum/

13.-16.02.2006,
Barcelona,

3GSM

World

Congress,

23.02.2006, Workshop on mobile
broadcasting - Technological developments,
market opportunities regulations and policy,
European Commission, Directorate D Network
and Communication Technologies, Charlemagne
building, Room S3, Brussels,
http://www.cordis.lu/ist/audiovisual/neweve/e/
ws230206/ws230206.htm
01.-03.03.2006, DVB World 2006, The
Challenge of Choice, JurysBallsbridge & Towers
Hotel, Dublin, www.iab.ch
03.-07.04.2006, miptv The World's audiovisual
and digital content market, Palais des Festivals,
Cannes, www.miptv.com
09.-15.03.2006,
www.cebit.de

CeBIT,

H a n n o v e r,

01.-06.09.2006, IFA, Berlin, www.ifa-berlin.de
08.-12.09.2006,
www.ibc.org

IBC

2006,

Amsterdam,
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bmcoforum
The bmcoforum is an international non-profit
industry consortium designed to provide a
constructive discussion platform for companies
involved in the development of a worldwide open
market for mobile broadcast services, and to
inform a broad public on all related aspects.

info@bcmoforum.org
www.bmcoforum.org
bmcoforum
Attilastr. 61-67
D - 12105 Berlin
Tel.: +49-30-255 680-0
Prof. Dr. Claus Sattler
Executive Director
Email: claus.sattler@bmcoforum.org
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